
Barges and the River
The four characters from the book, the Monkey Wrench Gang

George Hayduke is a 25 year old man who is a Vietnam veteran. He's on
partial disability from the military, and needed some psychotherapy
when he came home from the war. When he came home and saw the changes
in his southwest home, he wasn't happy. He channeled the anger he had
built up in him from things he saw and experienced in the war into a
crusade against the things he saw eating up the desert; construction
equipment, railcars carrying coal, oil drilling rigs, dams.
He justifies his use of the roads, bridges and gasoline by telling
himself that he's the one on "important business". He believes in
freedom to more of an extent than the average American does. The
survival skills he learned in the military serve him well out in the
desert.

Substitute for Hayduke - John Farquad; Coast Guard trained dropout who
hasn't found a job since leaving the Coast Guard. He's an excellent
swimmer, has worked with lifeguards on the public beaches, but can't
stand "the establishment" long enough to be able to tolerate working
in any kind of structured environment.

Dr. Alexander K. "Doc" Sarvis's mission in the beginning of the book
was to remove the unsightliness that was Billboards. His method was
simple, he'd pour gasoline on the supports and fire it up, use a chain
saw or cut through it with a hand saw with the help of Bonnie. He
doesn't like the changes wrought by strip mining and the coal burning
electricity plants in the states, with the accompanying power lines,
roads, railroads and pipelines.

Substitute for Doc - Elizabeth March; masseuse who's parents' house
was demolished for a shopping mall. She's not particularly an
ecologist, but she is very much against the government taking away
private property just to make money. She is mature for her age, and
was known among her friends for being able to keep a cool head in the
face of excitement.

Bonnie Abbzug started out being Doc's assistant in his war on
billboards, and progressed into being in the gang. She's a
twenty-eight year old, smart, college educated woman with a degree in
French, who didn't know what to do with herself after getting her
degree. She's been drifting, unable to commit her life to something.
She's looking for something that she can do that will make a
difference and help her feel good about herself.

Substitute for Bonnie - Beverly Jones; PSU student/father fishes.



She's a little flighty, she's been in school for awhile now, her
graduation date continually pushed back as she keeps changing majors.
She does great in her classes, but can't maintain focus in the rest of
her life.

Joseph "Seldom Seen" Smith is a 35 year old jack Mormon with three
wives who operates a river tours company. The changes to the river
he's seen in his lifetime have angered him. Dams have been built and
the resulting flooding have covered and killed many things, including
the town he used to live in. He resents what the state and federal
governments and private companies have done to the wilderness and his
business.
He doesn't trust banks.

Substitute for Smith - Matt Cabell; tug boat driver who's had the
Columbia River in his blood all his life. His father used to take him
on outings up and down the river on weekends, and when he got older,
he'd frequently spend his spare time boating and swimming in the
Columbia River. He's seen what the ocean-going boats can do to a
river, eroding the banks and bringing foreign plant and animal life to
Oregon from the boat's home port.

These four are united in their dislike of what's happened over time to
the natural landscape in the Southwest. They see changes for the worse
in air quality, topography changes, and strip mining.

The story:

It was a dark and stormy night ... ok, maybe it wasn't storming, it
was just raining as it's wont to do in the Pacific Northwest.
Elizabeth March let her mind drift as she was working on her client's
shoulders, rubbing the kinks of the day out. The scent of the lavender
oils she preferred to use added to the relaxing atmosphere; the
rhythmic sound of the rain outside, the warmth of the skin contact,
the calming smell of the oil warmed by human body temperature.

Her thoughts drifted from the bills that she needed to pay, to the
annoying construction in downtown Portland, to the continued
underlying disgruntlement at the system that had demolished her
childhood home last year. Again she felt the flash of anger that her
parents' house could be taken away from them for the profit of some
company.

The house wasn't outstanding in any way, it wasn't architecturally
remarkable or had a great view, but it had been a place of pleasant
childhood memories, where she'd colored on the walls, had sleepovers



and cut her leg the first time she started shaving. It was a part of
her life, how could the government just let a whole neighborhood be
razed to build a shopping outlet?

The soft chimes of her small anniversary clock drew her away from her
thoughts and she put her mind back on her task. She engaged in some
small talk with her client as they went through the motions of
cleaning up the oil and putting things away.

Not yet ready for bed, she decides she'll walk over to Portland State
University. There's a student-run place there called Food for Thought
that she liked to go to sometimes. She reflected on the eclectic
people that she'd met there from time to time.

After getting her Earl Grey tea, she struck up a conversation with a
young lady who she discovered was named Bev, short for Beverly Jones.
She and Bev start talking about not much in particular, then Bev's
boyfriend John Farquad comes along.
He sits with them and starts ranting about the Corps of Engineers'
plan to deepen the Columbia River's channel, and how it'll be bad for
the salmon but they justify it because it would be good for business
when more heavily laden ships could come through. He doesn't like how
involved the federal government is in the daily lives of Americans. He
feels that Oregonians' ability to direct how the project is carried
out is limited because some of the money is coming from the federal
government with all the accompanying strings attached.

Elizabeth finds out that Bev and John are headed down to the river to
see Bev's father the fisherman. Elizabeth agrees to go too.

Bev's father speaks of how the salmon are dependent on the Columbia
River's tidelands  for shelter and food, and how that sanctuary was
being threatened by the dredging. Not only are the wetlands being
drained away, but also the silt and sand that's dug up has to go
somewhere. Where it's being dumped is causing problems for the
fishermen whose daily lives are affected by what happens in the
Columbia river and its estuary.

Bev and John have heard this before, but not Elizabeth. Elizabeth asks
isn't there anything to be done about it?

Bev's dad tells her that the group Northwest Environmental Advocates
had filed a lawsuit, alleging that the Corps hadn't adequately planned
to avoid destroying habitat or to avoid killing more salmon.

Elizabeth wonders if this is enough to save the salmon.



John says it's not. He's of the opinion that it'll only slow down, but
not stop the dredging.  It's not only the fish that will be affected,
John explains, but also that toxins will be disturbed as the river
bottom is dug up, allowing them to possibly be consumed by river
critters and eventually work their way up to humans, and also the
water flow patterns might be changed.

He complains about President Bush's remark during his speech when he
was here in Portland that mud would be scheduled to be moved next
year. This statement to John says Bush is trying to downplay what else
is going to happen along with the moving of the mud. He's known
fishermen in Astoria who have almost lost their lives as a result of
the changing water patterns because of the dumped mud.

John speaks passionately about how all the government cares about is
economic growth. The Columbia river is the United States' largest
wheat export system, along with the billion dollar a year overseas
trade, creating over 40,000 jobs in the state. With it being this
important, how can we fight this dredging project?

The three new friends exchange phone numbers and agree to get together
again soon.

Elizabeth goes home and does a lot of thinking and research on the
topic. The next morning she calls her new friends with a plan to stop
the dredging.

They meet at a beach on Sauvie Island to discuss their plan. Elizabeth
shares with them the information she found, along with the interesting
fact that the deepening isn't quite what she thought it to be. She
thought it was a continuous digging project all the way down the
river. It's actually just in effect taking the tops off of lots of
little mounds on the river bed. Not that that makes it any better, she
is quick to point out!

The three friends hop onboard John's boat to get some ideas as to what
they can do to save their river. They cruise all the the way down to
Astoria, watching and looking.

They see the barges that are taking the mud and silt out to the ocean.
They figure if there's no barges to take away the mud, then the Corps
will stop digging, at least temporarily. They decide to come back at
night to sink the barges.

They go back home to plan what they're going to do. They figure out



what they'll need to sink the barges and how they'll get away
afterward.

That night, the three of them go out to Astoria where the barges are
parked. This time they take a car, because they figure they can get
away easier. John has brought some of his water gear to use, like
wetsuits and snorkels. They get dressed and slip into the water with
their hand drills that they plan to use.

As they try to attack the seam of the barge to allow the river water
to flow in, they hear a motor coming their way. All of a sudden a
spotlight is trained on them and a voice demands to know what they are
doing. The three contemplate trying to escape but end up deciding not
to.

The spotlight is coming from a tugboat, and they climb on it. On the
boat they meet the lone occupant, whose name is Matt Cabell. He
accuses them of trying to sabotage the barge, and since they were
caught in the act, they can't very well deny it.

He seems sympathetic, and makes a few comments about how the barges'
integrity could be compromised better. Elizabeth, John and Bev ask for
his help. Matt fires up the tug's engines and drives slowly in a
northwesterly direction away from the temporarily-reprieved barge,
appearing to be thinking. The glittering night ocean was beautiful in
the reflecting moonlight.

The three friends stood near Matt as he stirred, appearing to remember
they were there. He pointed to a spot north of the river mouth and
said that was where two men died a few years ago in a freak boating
accident. Many of the area's fisherman believe it was an accident that
occurred as a result of the Corps dumping dredged mud there. The river
mouth around Astoria is in need of yearly maintenance, removing the
sand and mud that is continually brought in from the ocean, to keep it
at working depth. The sand and mud needs to be put somewhere, and the
spot where it's dumped has odd waves because of the raised ocean
floor.

Matt comments that this dumping is dangerous in many ways, besides
making the boating there more treacherous. It also smothers offshore
crabbing and that and the endangered salmon are paying the price for
the dredging, not the shipping companies.

After he says this, he's silent for a few minutes, then says he'll
help. The four of them decide to wait until the next night to
reconvene, when Matt's off work.



Just under 24 hours later, there's not three, but four shadowy figures
in the water, moving slowly and relentlessly toward the darkness that
was the two barges, floating in the night. Bev's been designated the
lookout, so she stays back a good distance, to watch for any signs of
them being discovered, ready to signal.

Matt, John and Elizabeth come alongside the first barge, tools at the
ready. A few minutes' work, and the soft sounds of burbling can be
heard as the waters of the Mighty Columbia start to flow into the hull
of the barge. They've decided that a slow sinking would be safer for
the three of them in the water, so they don't get caught in the wake
of the ship sinking, plus it will be quieter if it sinks slowly.

They move to the second barge and repeat the process, again hearing
the water flowing into the doomed vessel. They all quietly swim away,
pleased with themselves.

The next morning, they convene over breakfast at Elizabeth's house to
gloat over the headlines. The newspaper articles tell them what they
want to hear, that the dredging is postponed until the barges can be
moved and possibly repaired.

Encouraged by their success and knowing that their goals won't be met
by just the one act, they plan more. Over the next several months,
they sink more barges, disable some  of the digging machines by
putting sand and Karo syrup in their diesel tanks, and foul some of
the propellers with fishing line. Once they even used Matt's tugboat
to pull a barge out to sea and set it free to drift.

They were almost caught several times, as security was increased at
sites where equipment was stored, but they managed to elude discovery.
When there were too many guards around the barges in Astoria, they
moved inland to concentrate where the dump trucks were hauling out the
river basalt that was blasted out of the river bottom.

Disabling the land vehicles was different from the watery ones, but
just as satisfying to the four friends, who felt that they were making
a difference, slowing down the receding shoreline and saving fish,
crab and wetlands.

Eventually they acknowledged that if they kept on, they'd be caught
and their fight would come to an end. When the United States District
Court in Seattle decided in June of 2005 to allow the dredging to
continue, they decided to join the Northwest Environmental Advocates



to help educate the public and win more people over to their cause,
where they are still working to this day.


